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1) BRAZIL NATIONAL TEAM 1950 

 
BRASIL 1950 (WM & 4-2-4): BARBOSA; AUGUSTO e JUVENAL; BAUER, DANILO, BIGODE; FRIAÇA, 
ZIZINHO, ADEMIR, JAIR, CHICO. Runners up World Cup 1950 - Brazil. 
 

Facts:  Ademir Menezes (“the Big Chin”) was the top scorer of the WC 50 with 9 goals. 
 
Tactical tendencies:  
Coach Dori Krueschner came to Brasil during the 40’s decade to coach CR Flamengo and 
with him all the influences from the English Herbert Chapman and his WM system. The 
WM system was very successful at club level with Vasco da Gama (Rio de Janeiro) 
during that time. Vasco players were the base of the Brazil National Team in 1950, 
therefore the WM system and sometimes a variation to a 4-2-4. 
Brazil had a tremendous campaign but lost to Uruguay, an unexpected historical upset 
inside of the Maracana Stadium.  

 
 



 
 

2) BRAZIL NATIONAL TEAM 1958 

 
BRASIL 1958 (4-2-4): GYLMAR; DE SORDI (DEJALMA SANTOS), BELLINI, ORLANDO e NILTON 
SANTOS; DINO SANI (ZITO) DIDI; JOEL (GARRINCHA), VAVÁ (MAZOLLA), DIDA (PELÉ), ZAGALLO. World 
Cup Champion 1958 - Sweden. 
 

Facts:  Pele and Garrincha started the World Cup in the bench just entering the team in 
the third game against Russia. There was born the King of Soccer with only 17 years old. 
 
Tactical tendencies: Brazil played on a 4-2-4. But Mario Zagallo displayed of an 
incredible physical capacity to join the midfield when the team was not in possession and 
joint the attack by the left wing when in possession. Also one of the center forwards (Pele 
or Vava) used to drop into the attacking midfield spot just like a modern shadow striker 
nowadays.  

 
 
 
 



3) BRAZIL NATIONAL TEAM 1962 

 
BRASIL 1962 (4-2-4): GYLMAR; DEJALMA SANTOS, MAURO, ZÓZIMO, NILTON SANTOS; ZITO, DIDI; 
GARRINCHA, VAVÁ, PELÉ (AMARILDO), ZAGALLO. World Cup Champion 1962 – Chile 
 

Facts: Basically the same team from 58. Pele got hurt and Amarildo “The Possessed”, 
played in his spot. But the big name of the team was Garrincha that carried the team with 
his dribbles and scored all kinds of goals including headers and free kickers. 
 
Tactical Tendencies: Not many variations from the previous World Cup, still the 4-2-4 
with Zagallo going back and forth by the wing. It was the Era of the Dribbler, where the 
individual player prevailed over tactical schemes. The best example was Garrincha, 
always by the right side, always dribbling by the outside and yet unstoppable.    

 
 
 
 
 
 



4) SANTOS FUTEBOL CLUBE 1962/1963 

 
SANTOS 1962/1963 (4-2-4): GYLMAR; LIMA, MAURO, CALVET e DALMO; ZITO e MENGÁLVIO; 
DORVAL, COUTINHO, PELÉ e PEPE. 2 Time Club World Champion 1962 & 1963; 2 Time Libertadores Cup 
Champion 1962 & 1963; 5 Time Champion of Brazil Cup from 1961 to 1965; 3 Time Paulista Champion 
1960, 1961 & 1962. 
 

FACTS: Santos beat Eusebio’s Benfica by 5x2 in Lisbon and beat AC Milan inside of a 
full house at Maracana Stadium to conquer the Intercontinental Cup twice in back to back 
years. 
 
Tactical Tendencies: Still the Dribbler’s era the team counted a lot in the give and go’s 
from Pele and Coutinho, which used to split defenses easily with sharp one touch game. 
The system was still a 4-2-4. 

 
 
 
 
 



5) BOTAFOGO  DE FUTEBOL E REGATAS 1962 

 
BOTAFOGO 1962 (4-2-4): MANGA; PAULISTINHA, JADIR, NILTON SANTOS, RILDO; ÉLTON ÉDSON; 
GARRINCHA, QUARENTINHA, AMARILDO, ZAGALLO. 2 Time Carioca Champion (Rio de Janeiro) 
1961/1962. 
 
FACTS: When Garrincha showed up at Botafogo for a tryout game, the right winger 
had to face the National Team fullback Nilton Santos. Many times in that game 
Garrincha dribbled Nilton, and even nutmeged him. At the end of the game Nilton 
said: “Sign him now, I don’t want to play against him no more!” 
 

Tactical Tendencies: Nilton Santos, “The Soccer Enciclopedia” - was responsible for 
innovating the fullback position by being offensive minded and leaving a legacy that 
influenced Brazilian fullbacks.  

 
 



5) BRAZIL NATIONAL TEAM 1970 

 
BRASIL 1970 (4-2-4): FÉLIX; CARLOS ALBERTO, BRITO, PIAZZA, EVERALDO; CLODOALDO, 
GÉRSON; JAIRZINHO, PELÉ, TOSTÃO, RIVELLINO. World Cup Champion 1970 – Mexico 
 
Facts: 6 games and 6 victories. 19 goals in favor, 7 goals against, 12 plus goals 
differential. Jairzinho scored 7 times, Pele 4 times, Rivellino 3 times, Tostao 2 times, 
and 1 time for Carlos Alberto, Clodoaldo and Gerson. 
 
Tactical Tendencies: The beginning of compactness. The team attacked and 
defended in a block. No more separation between the sectors of defense, midfield 
and attack. It explored a lot of counter attack opportunities thru long passes 
(especially towards the speedy Jairzinho) and/or quick possession game. Rivellino as 
a “false winger” helped the middle, freeing the left wing many times for Tostao to 
enter that zone, and opening up the central areas for Pele to come thru. Also Carlos 
Alberto Torres was a huge supporter from behind as a right full back. 

 



If you are a fan of the English Premier League, you will no doubt enjoy the 

incredible speed at which the game is played in England.  It doesn’t matter if it 

is foreign players like Theirry Henry, Ruud van Nistelrooy or Cristiano Ronaldo, 

or home grown players like Michael Owen, Wayne Rooney or Steven Gerrard, 

they all seem to perform at an incredible speed during English Premier League 

games.

How do these and all other EPL players learn to play at such breakneck speed?  

It’s down to their training sessions.  The climate in England, plus the intense 

level of competition of the EPL forces the teams to practice at a great speed of 

play.  This book shows you these practices.
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ENGLISH PREMIER LEAGUE

SPEED

See why these books 
are taking the soccer 
community by storm.

Visit - www.worldclasscoaching.com

TACTICAL BOOKS

This book contains 124 drills, exercises & small-sided games that 

Coach David Williams has conducted during his many years as a 

coach with various English Premier League teams.

PLAY AT ENGLISH PREMIER LEAGUE SPEED



6) CLUBE ATLETICO MINEIRO 1971 

 
ATLÉTICO MINEIRO 1971 (4-2-4): RENATO; HUMBERTO MONTEIRO, GRAPETE, VANTUIR e 
OLDAIR; VANDERLEY e HUMBERTO RAMOS; RONALDO, LOLA, DARIO e TIÃO. Brazilian Champion 1971. 
 
Facts: Atletico was the first Brazilian Champion of the new Campeonato Brasileiro 
format. Tele Santana was the coach and Dada Maravilha was the top scorer of the 
competition with 15 goals. 
 
Tactical Tendencies: Like any other Tele Santana’s team, Atletico had to play 
offensive soccer and play beautiful. Atletico had a very explosive style going towards 
the opponent’s field. At the same time they were very good maintaining possession 
thru the middle third of the field, with no rush and controlled passes, by a block of 6 
players (Vanderley, Humberto Ramos, Ronaldo, Lola, Tiao e Dario).  
 

 
   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



7) SOCIEDADE ESPORTIVA PALMEIRAS 

 
PALMEIRAS 1972/1973 (4-2-4): LEÃO; EURICO, LUIZ PEREIRA, ALFREDO MOSTARDA, ZECA; 
DUDU, ADEMIR DA GUIA; EDU BALA, LEIVINHA, CÉSAR MALUCO, NEI. 2 Time Brazilian Champion 
1972/1973 & Paulista Champion 1972. 
 

Facts: Palmeiras won the Paulista Championship in 1972 without a loss. “The Academy” 
was led by Ademir da Guia “The Divine”. Had also tremendous players like the 
midfielder Dudu and center forward Leivinha. It was the base for the National Team in 
1974, Germany World Cup. 
 
Tactical Tendencies: Coach Osvaldo Brandao had a solid young Goalkeeper with 
Emerson Leao in goal. Luis Pereira very capable of building from the back start many 
plays that would shine further in front at Ademir da Guia’s feet. An attacking midfielder 
with a deceiving slow pace and fine technique. And then on top the explosion of Cesar 
Maluco (Cesar “the crazy’) and Leivinha a great header. Edu Bala brought speed by the 
right wing and Nei by the left one. 

 
 



8) FLUMINENSE FOOTBALL CLUB 1975-1976 

 

FLUMINENSE 1975/1976 (4-3-3): RENATO; RODRIGUES NETO, CARLOS ALBERTO TORRES, 
EDINHO, RUBENS GALAXE; CLÉBER, CARLOS ALBERTO PINTINHO, RIVELLINO; GIL, DORVAL, DIRCEU. 2 
Time Carioca Champion 1975/1976. 
 
Facts: “The Machine” was led by Rivellino and still had other players in the squad 
like Cafuringa, Paulo Cesar Caju, Mario Sergio and Manfrini top scorer in 1975 with 
16 goals. 
 
Tactical Tendencies: A typical Brazilian 4-3-3, with a back four, one holding 
midfielder, two attacking midfielders (left and right), a left wing, a right wing and a 
center forward.  
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9) SPORT CLUB INTERNACIONAL 1975/1976 

 
INTERNACIONAL 1975/1976 (4-3-3): MANGA; CLÁUDIO DUARTE, FIGUEROA, MARINHO 
PERES e VACARIA; CAÇAPAVA (BATISTA), FALCÃO e PAULO CÉSAR CARPEGIANI (JAIR); VALDOMIRO, 
FLÁVIO (DARIO) e LULA.  2 Time Brazilian Champion 1975/1976, 8 Time Gaúcho Champion (Rio Grande 
do Sul State) from 1969 e 1976. 
 
Facts: 8 times State Champions!  
 
Tactical Tendencies: Solid leadership from captain Elias Figueroa: the security 
from Cacapava, Capergiani and Batista as holding midfielders allowing Falcao to 
shine as a playmaker, and scoring many goals coming from behind. 
 

 
 
 
 
 



10) CRUZEIRO ESPORTE CLUBE 1976 

  
CRUZEIRO 1976 (4-3-3): RAUL; NELINHO, MORAES, DARCI MENESES e VANDERLEI; PIAZZA, ZÉ 
CARLOS e JAIRZINHO; EDUARDO, PALHINHA e JOÃOZINHO. Champion of Libertadores of América Cup 
1976. Runners up of Intercontinental Club Championship 1976. 
 
Facts: Cruzeiro become Libertadores Champion by beating River Plate in the third 
final game thru a free kick goal from Joazinho. A very competitive team that won 4 
consecutive times the Minas Gerais State championship from 1972 to 1975, two 
times runners up at the Campeonato Brasileiro in 75 and 76, and runners up of the 
Libertadores Cup in 77. 
 
Tactical tendencies: It was the beginning of a 4-4-2 formation due to the players 
characteristics. Raul a National Team level goalkeeper, Nelinho a strong fullback with 
a tremendous shot style Roberto Carlos nowadays. Eduardo a false winger that 
complemented the midfielder. Joazinho a typical skillfull winger capable to take 
players on and Palhinha a great finisher (later on moved into attacking midfielder). 

 



11) SPORT CLUB INTERNACIONAL – 1979 

 
INTERNACIONAL 1979 (4-3-3): BENÍTEZ; JOÃO CARLOS, MAURO PASTOR, MAURO GALVÃO  
CLÁUDIO MINEIRO; FALCÃO, BATISTA, JAIR; VALDOMIRO, CLAUDIOMIRO, MÁRIO SERGIO. Brazilian 
Champion, Campeonato Brasileiro 1979. 
 
Facts: They won the Brazilian Championship, Campeonato Brasileiro, undefeated. 
They are the only team that achieved such accomplishment. The team from Coach 
Enio Andrade played 23 games and did not lose any of them. 
 
Tactical Tendencies: A typical Brazilian 4-3-3. Both fullbacks capable of supporting 
from behind; a great holding midfielder on Batista; Falcao the playmaker scoring two 
important goals in the semi finals against Palmeiras; and an exuberant attack that 
scored 40 goals.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



12) CLUBE DE REGATAS FLAMENGO – 1981 

 
FLAMENGO 1981 (4-3-3): RAUL; LEANDRO, FIGUEIREDO, MARINHO, JUNIOR; ANDRADE, ADÍLIO, 
ZICO; TITA, NUNES e LICO (JULIO CÉSAR). Champion Intercontinental Cup 1981, Champion of 
Libertadores of America Cup 1981. 
 

Facts:  Between 1970 and 1981, this was considered the best team in Brazilian soccer. 
Between 78 and 83, they won the Carioca League 4 times (Rio de Janeiro State), 5 times 
the Carioca Cup, 3 time the Brazilian Championship (Campeonato Brasileiro), the 
Libertadores Cup and the Intercontinental Cup (Toyota Cup). 

 
Tactical Tendencies: Coach Claudio Coutinho was the pioneer of overlapping runs in 
Brazilian soccer. With two capable fullbacks Junior and Leandro they used to terrorize 
opponents; Flamengo also had a tremendous covering capability with Andrade, Adilio 
and Carpegiani. That allowed the rest of them to attack. Tita was the “false winger” that 
dropped into midfield, pushing Zico forward. It was a combination of a 4-3-3 to a 4-4-2 
system. 

 
 



13) BRAZIL NATIONAL TEAM – WORLD CUP 1982/SPAIN 

 
BRASIL 1982 (4-3-3): WALDIR PERES; LEANDRO, OSCAR, LUIZINHO, JUNIOR; FALCÃO, TONINHO 
CEREZO e SÓCRATES; ZICO, SERGINHO, ÉDER. World Cup 1982 Spain 
 

Facts: Brazilian fans and journalists recognize that this team was excellent. What 
happened to Brazil in 1982 was similar to what had happened to Holland in 1974 and 
Hungary in 1954: the best team had not won. Brazil had underestimated Italy, a bit more 
of caution would be useful, since a simple tie against the Italians would get Brazil thru, 
but the nature of the team was pure attack, and Paolo Rossi was on fire that day. 
 
 Tactical Tendencies: An average Goalkeeper with Valdir Perez. Oscar and Luisinho 
were great technical center backs; Junior and Leandro were both capable of attacking by 
the flanks; Cerezo as a holding midfielder; Zico, Socrates and Falcao – 3 attacking 
midfielders, Serginho a target man and Eder as a left winger. Paulo Isidoro and Batista as 
subs in the midfield. They failed to reach the semifinals, but won the hearts of millions 
of soccerfans world-wide. The memory of their football will linger. It is the Team of 
Dreams. 

 
 



14) SPORT CLUB CORINTHIANS PAULISTA 1982/1983 

 
 CORINTHIANS 1982/1983 (4-4-2): SOLITO (LEÃO); ALFINETE, MAURO, DANIEL GONZÁLES 
(GOMES) e WLADIMIR; PAULINHO, SÓCRATES e ZENON; BIRO-BIRO, CASAGRANDE e ATALIBA 
(EDUARDO). 2 Time Paulista Champion 1982/1983. 

Facts:  Socrates’ leadership was also shown off the fields. During his time at “The 
Timao” (Big Club), he was the mentor of the called “Corinthian’s Democracy”, a 
movement created by the proper players who considered, among others ideas, the total 
freedom of the athletes in relation to some established rules, as well as free will in 
relation to the necessity to be secluded before each game and also the possibility of 
participation in the related decisions of the soccer club in general. Along with Socrates, 
Casagrande e Wladimir were the other mentors.  

Tactical Tendencies: The strength of the team was in the midfield, led by Socrates and 
Zenon. On top the youngster Casagrande played a very good role as a target player. Biro-
Biro was useful joining the midfield when needed and going forward as well. Ataliba was 
a typical right winger, and Wladimir was a left fullback with offensive style. 
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15) GREMIO FOOTBALL PORTO ALEGRENSE – 1983 

 
GRÊMIO 1983 (4-3-3): MAZARÓPI; PAULO ROBERTO, BAIDEK, HUGO DE LEÓN e PAULO CÉSAR; 
CHINA, OSVALDO e PAULO CÉSAR CAJU; RENATO GAÚCHO, TARCISO e MÁRIO SERGIO (TITA). Champion 
Intercontinental Cup (Toyota Cup) 1983, Champion of the Libertadores of America Cup 1983. 
 

Facts: The main claim to fame of the striker Renato Portaluppi, more commonly 
known as Renato Gaucho, is to have scored two goals in the Toyota Cup final of 1983. 
Between 1983 and 1993, this livewire attacker was capped 23 times by the Seleçao, 
without ever really establishing himself as a regular in the national team. 
 
Tactical Tendencies:  A typical team from the south of Brazil, very aggressive, tough 
defense – a hard nose style. Aggressive even attacking, with Renato Gaucho taking 
players on by the right side and Mario Sergio by the left. System 4-3-3 to a 4-4-2. 
 

 
 



16) FLUMINENSE FOOTBALL CLUB 1983/1984/1985 

 
FLUMINENSE 1983/1984/1985 (4-3-3): PAULO VICTOR; ALDO, DUÍLIO, VICA (RICARDO 
GOMES) e BRANCO; JANDIR, DELEI e ASSIS; ROMERITO, WASHINGTON e TATO. Brazilian Champion 
1984 (Campeonato Brasileiro). 3 Time Carioca Champion 1983/1984/1985 – Rio de Janeiro State 
 
Facts: The playmaker Assis words after the championship game of the Campeonato 
Brasileiro: “Look how funny it is. Our team started the competition with Coach 
Claudio Garcia, which was a a defensive midfielder in his time. Then he was gone 
and the next boss was Coach Carbone which was a real holding midfielder. Then 
finally came Coach Carlos Alberto Parreira, which was a goalkeeper in a amatuer 
team. Our team should be the masters of defense, and we are but we know how to 
attack with an impressive velocity”. So many titles and at the same time so many 
coaches. 
 
Tactical tendencies: Highly efficient team, very fast thru short passes and 
triangulations -  could easily link up 3 to 6 passes going towards the goal and 
without any interceptions. The Paraguayan Romerito was the playmaker along side 
the incredible duo of Assis and Washington on top.  

 



17) SAO PAULO FUTEBOL CLUBE 1986 

 
SÃO PAULO 1986 (4-3-3): GILMAR; ZÉ TEODORO, OSCAR, DARÍO PEREYRA e NELSINHO; 
BERNARDO, SILAS e PITA; MÜLLER, CARECA e SIDNEY. Brazilian Champion 1986 (Campeonato Brasileiro) 
 
Facts: “The Menudos from Morumbi”. A team with a very young attack and fast, 
terrorize defenses with speed. Coach Pepe liked to develop young talents and bet 
well on Muller, Silas and Sidney. They sure paid off with brilliant soccer. 
 
Tactical Tendencies: At the back solid and classic presentation from Oscar and the 
Uruguayan Dario Pereira. Ze Teodoro was an offensive fullback always attacking. The 
orchestra had the young Silas along side the playmaker Pita, always precise 
possession game come from these two. On top speed with Muller and Sidney and no 
one better than Careca to be the top scorer of the competition with 25 goals. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



18) SAO PAULO FUTEBOL CLUBE 1992/1993 

 
SÃO PAULO 1992/1993 (4-4-2): ZETTI; VÍTOR (CAFU), ADÍLSON (VÁLBER), RONALDÃO e 
RONALDO LUIZ (ANDRÉ LUIZ); PINTADO (DORIVA), CAFU (DINHO), TONINHO CEREZO e RAÍ 
(LEONARDO); PALHINHA e MÜLLER. 2 Time Champions of Libertadores of America Cup 1992/1993. 2 Time 
Champions of the Intercontinental Cup (Toyota Cup), Champion of the South America Recopa 1993. 2 
Time Paulista Champions 1991/1992 – Sao Paulo State.  

 
Facts: The Era of Master Tele Santana. An exorbitant machine of offensive soccer. 
Coach Tele spent 5 years at the club, and during that time he won almost everything but 
the Brazil Cup. Everything else he won from Paulista Champion, Brazilian Champion, 
Libertadores, and Intercontinental Cup, Tournaments in Spain, and others. 
 
Tactical Tendencies: Zetti was an exceptional Goalkeeper, Pintado a hard nose worker 
as a holding midfielder. Then is the time Cafu started to play but as a midfielder along 
side the veteran and experienced Toninho Cerezo. Rai was the playmaker shirt number 10 
and idol of the team, and top the quick combinations of Muller and Palhinha. A 4-4-2, 
two holdings and two attacking mids. 

 
 
 
 
 



19) SOCIEDADE ESPORTIVA PALMEIRAS 1993/1994 

 
PALMEIRAS 1993/1994 (4-4-2): SERGIO; GIL BAIANO (CLÁUDIO), ANTÔNIO CARLOS, CLÉBER e 
ROBERTO CARLOS; CÉSAR SAMPAIO, MAZINHO (FLÁVIO CONCEIÇÃO), EDÍLSON (RIVALDO) e ZINHO; 
EDMUNDO e EVAIR. 2 Time Brazilian Champion 1993/1994, Paulista Champion 1993 - Sao Paulo State. 

 
Facts:  Palmeiras was a team corporation at the time. Behind them the Italian company 
Parmalat provided all the support for them to have the best players in the nation, the best 
coach and staff, and extreme professional infra structure to win championships. And they 
did. They had atremendous team in 93, and in 94 Rivaldo came over and they won more 
stuff. 
Tactical Tendencies: Coach Vanderley Luxemburgo had a squad as good as the National 
Team in his hands. The young Roberto Carlos by the left side. Two great Holding 
midfielders with Cesar Sampaio and Mazinho; two playmakers with Zinho and Edilson; 
Evair “The Matador” on top and Edmundo “The Animal” circulating with freedom at 
defenses expenses. A 4-4-2 box midfield, very much Brazilian way. 
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20) BRAZIL NATIONAL TEAM – 1994 

 
BRASIL 1994 (4-4-2): TAFFAREL; JORGINHO, RICARDO ROCHA (ALDAIR), MÁRCIO SANTOS  
LEOANRDO (BRANCO); MAURO SILVA, DUNGA, RAÍ (MAZINHO) ZINHO; BEBETO, ROMÁRIO. World Cup 
Champion 1994 – United States 
 
Facts: Ricardo Gomes and Ricardo Rocha suposed to be the center backs. Rai lost 
his position to Mazinho. Leonardo red carded gave Branco the left fullback position. A 
totally different line up that won after a 24 years spell of no World Cups. Brazil 
champions again. 
 
Tactical Tendencies: Romario and Bebeto on top moving side to side, behind them 
a line of 3 men when in possession – Dunga by the middle, Mazinho on the right and 
Zinho by the left. Mauro Silva barely crossed the half way line. And the fullbacks as 
usual supporting by the sides. When losing possession everyone behind the ball line, 
occupying the spaces, slowing down the opponent and counter attacking in the 
transition. There it was the pratical team of Carlos Alberto Parreira. Variation to a 4-
4-2 Box. 

 



21) SPORT CLUBE CORINTHIANS PAULISTA 1998/1999 

 
CORINTHIANS 1998/1999 (4-4-2): NEI (DIDA); ÍNDIO, CRIS (JOÃO CARLOS), BATATA 
(MÁRCIO COSTA), SYLVINHO (KLÉBER); VAMPETA, RINCÓN, MARCELINHO CARIOCA, RICARDINHO; 
EDÍLSON, MIRANDINHA. 2 Time Brazilian Champions 1998/1999 (Campeonato Brasileiro), Paulista 
Champion 1999 Sao Paulo State, FIFA World Club Championship 2000. 
Facts: Corinthians' striker Edilson collected the Golden Ball as the most valuable 
player of the FIFA World Club Championship 2000 in Rio de Janeiro’s competition. His 
two goals and one assist were only a partial indication of this sublime player's 
superlative and multi-dimensional talents. With Edilson leading the Corinthians 
charge, South America had the last word in the heated debate over which continent 
truly wears world football's crown. 
 
Tactical Tendencies:  A 4-4-2 Box midifield with a back four and fullbacks offensive 
minded. A pair of holding midfielders with the experient Vampeta and the Colombian 

Rincon; Marcelinho Carioca and Ricardinho shared the attacking mid’s role and on 
top a target man on Mirandinha and the speed of Edilson “The Devil”. 

 



22) SANTOS FUTEBOL CLUBE 2002 

 
SANTOS 2002 (4-4-2): FÁBIO COSTA; MAURINHO, ALEX, ANDRÉ LUÍS e LÉO; PAULO ALMEIDA, 
RENATO, ELANO e DIEGO; ROBINHO e ALBERTO. Brazilian Champion 2002 (Campeonato Brasileiro) 

 
Facts: It came from Robinho the play that originated the Penalty Kick for Santos to score 
their first goal in the final game against Corinthians. Robinho simply applied the scissors 
move against the defender 8 times in a roll!!!! The only way to stop him was fouling and 
then the story of that final started to written all over in Santos FC favor. 
 
Tactical Tendencies: Know as the “Boys from Vila” (Vila Belmiro Stadium), this 
amazing squad of young talented performed an incredible offensive soccer trend. 
Maurinho and Leo attacking by the flanks; Alex and Andre Luiz solid in the center backs; 
Renato and Paulo Almeida covering everyone’s back; Elano and Diego the playmakers 
and on top Robinho, the boy that enchanted Brasil with dribbles to goal. 4-4-2 Box. 
 

 
 
 



NEW BOOKS

DVD’s

Item # 4005 - Attacking - # 4006 - Defending - # 4007 - Both DVD’s

The 4 – 4 – 2 is the preferred formation for just about every team in the English 
Premier League.  The 4 – 4 – 2 is also used by the majority of the world’s top 
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Munich as well as the national teams of Brazil, England, USA, Italy, etc.

These DVD’s will explain how the 4 – 4 – 2 formation is played, why it is so 
successful and why it is the formation of choice for the world’s top teams.  
Coach David Williams  (former Leeds United, Everton and Manchester 
United U19 coach) explains the roles and responsibilities of the defenders, 
midfielders and forwards, both in attacking and defending situations.  The 
DVD’s show many practices that he has used during his vast coaching 
experience in the English Premier League, and will show you how to train 
your players to play using the 4 – 4 – 2 formation.  These practices start with 
2 v 2 exercises and build all the way up to 11 v 11 conditioned games. 

4-4-2 DVD’s

$34.95 $34.95

Item # 4001 - Attacking
Item # 4002 - Defending

Item # 4003 - Possession
Item # 4004 - All Three DVD’s

Defending With a Flat Back Four 
Zonal Defending
Improving Confidence For 
Heading
Developing Techniques For 
Youth Players
Developing Quick Play Using 
Circle Practices

Passing Progressions
Counter-attacking With Pace
Improve Your Shooting and 
Finishing
Build-Up Play For Crosses
Attacking In Waves

International Coaching Three-DVD Series 
Featuring Coaches of

Manchester United - Liverpool F.C... - Leeds United

TOPICS INCLUDE

Item # 1033
Former England U21 Coach, 
David Platt, shares his 
tactical knowledge on how to 
coach your team to beat an 
opposing team lined up in a 
3-5-2 formation.

Item # 1025
In this book are sessions 
from English Premier League 
teams and their Academies like 
Manchester United, Liverpool, 
Everton and Fulham.  Also 
included are sessions from 
England National Teams, and 
top British clubs like Glasgow 
Rangers, Glasgow Celtic, 
Crystal Palace and Leeds 
United.

Item # 1023
Former England U21 
Coach, David Platt, shares 
his tactical knowledge on 
how to coach your team to 
beat an opposing team lined 
up in a 4-4-2 formation.

Item # 1026
In this book are sessions 
from Europe’s top teams like 
Real Madrid, Ajax and A.C. 
Milan, plus South American 
teams like Boca Juniors, 
E.C. Vitoria and others.  
Plus sessions from the 
Canadian National Teams, 
and from Anson Dorrance 
and Tony DiCicco.

Item # 1024
Former England U21 Coach, 
David Platt, shares his 
tactical knowledge on how to 
coach your team to beat an 
opposing team lined up in a 
4-3-3 formation.

$34.95$34.95$34.95

$24.95 $24.95 $24.95

$24.95 $24.95

WORLDCLASSCOACHING.COM
To Order Call

1-888-342-6224
OR

VISIT

Item # 1040
Play at English Premier 
League speed.  This 
book contains 124 drills, 
exercises & small-sided 
games that coach David 
Williams has conducted 
during his many years as a 
coach in the English Premier 
League.$24.95

NEW

FineSoccer Uniforms

Quality Uniforms at Incredible Prices...



23) BRAZIL NATIONAL TEAM – WORLD CHAMPION 2002 

 
BRAZIL 2002: (3-5-2) Marcos, Roque Junior, Lucio, Edmilson; Cafu, Gilberto Silva, Kleberson, 
Rivaldo, Roberto Carlos; Ronaldo, Ronaldinho Gaucho. 
 
Facts:  Brazil 5 times World Champion, the highest any nation achieved, reinforce the 
power of Brazilian soccer – arriving to the 3rd consecutive final – 94, 98, 02 World Cups. 
 
Tactical Tendencies:  3-5-2. Luis Felipe Scolari opt for 3 defenders in the back in order 
to explore the best of Roberto Carlos and Cafu advances. Then the simplicity and 
efficiency of Gilberto Silva and Kleberson supporting the infernal trio of Rivaldo, 
Ronaldinho Gaucho and Ronaldo (top scorer with 8 goals). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



24) SANTOS FUTEBOL CLUBE 2004  

 
SANTOS 2004 (4-4-2): MAURO; PAULO CÉSAR, LEONARDO, ÁVALOS, LÉO; FABINHO, PRETO 
CASAGRANDE, ELANO, RICARDINHO; ROBINHO, DEIVID. Brazilian Champion 2004 (Campeonato 
Brasileiro). 

 

Facts: 103 goals in favor!!!!! An average of 2.2 goals per game. 
 

Tactical Tendencies: The team started on a 4-4-2 box, then Coach 
Luxemburgo would bring the variations to a 3-5-2 or to a 4-3-3. A 
team of many capabilities, and a strategist coach on the bench. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

25) SAO PAULO FUTEBOL CLUBE 2005 

 
SÃO PAULO 2005 (3-5-2): ROGÉRIO CENI; FABÃO, DIEGO LUGANO, ALEX (EDCARLOS); CICINHO, 
MINEIRO, JOSUÉ, DANILO, JUNIOR; GRAFITE, LUIZÃO (AMOROSO). Champion Intercontinental Cup 2005 
(Toyota Cup), Champion of Libertadores of América 2005, Paulista Champion 2005. 

 

Facts:  Coach Paulo Autuori philosophy paid off based on lots of game analysis thru 
video tapes – they knew the opponents inside out; lots of understanding of the individual 
player needs and potential, and finally great team work. A great year for SPFC. 
 
Tactical Tendencies: 3-5-2. Fabao, Alex and the uruguayan Lugano in the back; Cicinho 
and Junior as fullback by the wide areas; Josue and Mineiro as modern controlling 
midfielders that arrive in the box to score and surprise opponents coming from behind; 
Danilo a playmaker with great technique; on top either Luizao and Grafite or Amoroso 
and Aloisio – pick and choose any one is a goal scorer. 

 




